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Flawless ExecutionUse the Techniques and Systems of America's Fighter Pilots to Perform at your Peak and Win Battles in the
Business WorldHarper Collins
User-friendly risk management tools, tips, and techniques for a less certain world Though a very high level of investor uncertainty,
anxiety, and concern about risk now exists, the vast majority of investors do not genuinely understand investment risk-let alone
how to effectively manage it. The "Risk-Wise" Investor offers a totally new, user-friendly, non-technical way to help you better
understand and manage uncertainty and risk. This practical guide will help investors avoid many common pitfalls and make well
informed, knowledge-based decisions when facing uncertainty and risk. It also shows how to implement a personalized,
systematic risk management planning process that will allow you to manage the risks you face more effectively and improve the
likelihood of achieving specific investment goals. Though traditional investment advice is based on taking the long view and
diversifying portfolios, the information here shows how to incorporate additional risk management considerations into your plans. It
also provides innovative insights that will help investors and their advisors better understand how to Gain a practical, user-friendly,
knowledge based understanding of risk and risk management Better understand and manage financial uncertainty and rapid
change Release life-risk management skills in the world of investments Become less anxious, more knowledgeable, realistic, and
potentially more successful investors Learn a new "empowering" definition of risk to more effectively address risk and uncertainty
Help reduce the likelihood and potential impact of negative surprises
This volume succinctly provides methods for conducting an effective debrief. The simple means of analyzing root causes not only
yields actionable lessons but also addresses organizational weaknesses and reinforces strengths.
At Mach 1.5, encased in 20 tonnes of metal, fighter pilots don't have much time to think. They prepare on the ground to take on
anything in the air, then get their job done. Former fighter pilots Jim 'Murph' Murphy and Christian 'Boo' Boucousis have built on
the techniques the air force has honed for 60 years. You'll make clearer decisions, and put them to action with more speed, more
precision, more safety, and more success. Flex's proven plan-brief-execute-debrief cycle is the original and most widely tested
'agile' approach, getting you better and better with each mission. It cuts through noise and complexity, engages people, and helps
build an honest and open working culture. Flex also sets your purpose and destination, so that when your team gives their all,
they'll deliver for your organisation. The New York Giants used Flex to finally crack the Super Bowl. PepsiCo used Flex to take on
Coke. You'll see how some remarkable businesses have relied on Flex, and some remarkable pilots have taken Flex to their
businesses. You'll also feel what it's like to be in the seat of a Hornet, and why Flex is so appreciated by the pilots it keeps alive.
'The concept of using 'Top Gun' fighter pilots and drawing similarities to planning their missions to the business environment is
right on target.' Johnson & Johnson 'If you don't believe in silver bullets, and if getting the basics right and outstanding execution
mean something to you, then your time will be well spent on this book. The Flex model has been a 'multiplier' for us at Campbell
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Arnott's.' Umit Subasi, President Asia Pacific, Campbell Arnott's
Critical Steps happen every day at work and at home, purposefully. Work does not happen otherwise. If an operation has the
capacity to do work, then it has the capacity to do harm. Work is energy directed by human beings to create value. But people are
imperfect—we make mistakes, and sometimes we lose control of the work. Therefore, work is the use of force under conditions of
uncertainty. A Critical Step is a human action that will trigger immediate, irreversible, and intolerable harm to an asset, if that action
or a preceding action is performed improperly. Whether the human action involves clicking on a link attached to an e-mail
message, walking down a flight of stairs with a newborn baby in arms, engaging the clutch on a gasoline-driven chain saw, or
administering a medication to a patient in a hospital, these all satisfy the definition of what constitutes critical risks in our daily lives,
professionally or personally. The overarching goal of managing Critical Steps is to maximize the success (safety, reliability,
productivity, quality, profitability, etc.) of people’s performance in the workplace, to create value for the organization without losing
control of built-in hazards necessary to create that value.
Things are looking up for Hillary Montgomery. After three months of unemployment, she's landed a position with a top IT
consulting firm, thanks to the secret maneuvering of her best friend, Lucia Hernandez. Hillary is confident that she has the
qualifications to excel in her new position. But she will need more than competence and professionalism to navigate Sanger
International's corporate culture. From the moment she first interviewed with Sanger, certain people at high levels of the
organization took one look at her dark skin and natural hair and came to a swift conclusion: not one of us. Darryl Kelsey is
especially opposed to Hillary's presence at Sanger. An arrogant vice president with a strong sense of who does and does not
belong, he's determined to make her life as difficult as possible. But Darryl has enemies of his own… Exploring the unwritten rules
that stack the decks against minorities in the workplace, Within the Wallsprovides a captivating glimpse into the inner sanctum of
corporate America.
In an era of increased global competition, of business takeovers, downsizing, restructuring, and even outright failure, intelligent
organizational change is the most difficult challenge facing American business. The authors present a comprehensive overview
which will be essential for managers.

Careers in International Affairs, now in its ninth edition, is the essential resource and job-hunting guide for all those
interested in international careers in the US government, multi-national corporations, banks, consulting companies,
international and non-governmental organizations, the media, think tanks, universities, and more. The book's directory
profiles more than 250 employers; the book also includes insightful testimonies about what these careers are really like
from junior and senior professionals in these fields. Careers in International Affairs also offers advice on academic paths
that will prepare students for demanding international careers and guidance on how to write resumes, interview for jobs,
network, and maintain your online profile. Published in cooperation with the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service
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at Georgetown University, Careers in International Affairs will remind job seekers that it is never too early -- or too late -to consider the realm of opportunities that await them throughout the world.
What catastrophes have in common -- and how to keep them from happening to you! Introducing M3: the first systematic
approach to Managing mistakes so they don't lead to disaster Building systems that prevent 'failure chains' from spiraling
out of control Avoiding failures in preparation, strategy, execution, and culture Reducing the impact and cost of the
mistakes you do make Also includes coverage of the unique 'mistake chains' facing entrepreneurs and small businesses.
Every business disaster has one thing in common: the people in charge never saw it coming. The warnings were there.
They didn't have to wreck their companies and their careers. But they let it happen. This book can keep it from happening
to you. You will make mistakes. If you don't, you're not taking enough risk. But you can make fewer of them. You can
catch them early. Keep them cheap. Learn from them. Whether you're in a global enterprise or a garage startup, Robert
Mittelstaedt shows how. His techniques apply to everything from culture to strategy, customer safety to market share.
They won't just help you avoid catastrophe: they'll help you improve profitability and business value, too. Stay on track.
Stay off the front page of The Wall Street Journal. Read this book.
Not so long ago, being reasonably trustworthy was good enough. But soon only the extremely trustworthy will thrive. In
the age of smartphones and social networks, every action an organization takes can be exposed and critiqued in real
time. Nothing is local or secret anymore. If you treat one customer unfairly, produce one shoddy product, or try to gouge
one price, the whole world may find out in hours, if not minutes. The users of Twitter, Yelp, and similar outlets show little
mercy for bad behavior. The bar for trustworthiness is higher than ever and continues to rise. Bestselling authors Don
Peppers and Martha Rogers, Ph.D., argue that the only sane response to these rising levels of transparency is to protect
the interests of customers proactively--even if that requires spending extra money in the short run to preserve your brand
reputation in the long run. The payoff of generating extreme trust will be worth it. With a wealth of fascinating research as
well as practical applications, this book will show you how to earn--and keep--the extreme trust of everyone your
company interacts with.
“One of the 12 best business books of all time…. Timeless principles of empowering leadership.” – USA Today "The best
how-to manual anywhere for managers on delegating, training, and driving flawless execution.” —FORTUNE Since Turn
the Ship Around! was published in 2013, hundreds of thousands of readers have been inspired by former Navy captain
David Marquet’s true story. Many have applied his insights to their own organizations, creating workplaces where
everyone takes responsibility for his or her actions, where followers grow to become leaders, and where happier teams
drive dramatically better results. Marquet was a Naval Academy graduate and an experienced officer when selected for
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submarine command. Trained to give orders in the traditional model of “know all–tell all” leadership, he faced a new
wrinkle when he was shifted to the Santa Fe, a nuclear-powered submarine. Facing the high-stress environment of a sub
where there’s little margin for error, he was determined to reverse the trends he found on the Santa Fe: poor morale,
poor performance, and the worst retention rate in the fleet. Almost immediately, Marquet ran into trouble when he
unknowingly gave an impossible order, and his crew tried to follow it anyway. When he asked why, the answer was:
“Because you told me to.” Marquet realized that while he had been trained for a different submarine, his crew had been
trained to do what they were told—a deadly combination. That’s when Marquet flipped the leadership model on its head
and pushed for leadership at every level. Turn the Ship Around! reveals how the Santa Fe skyrocketed from worst to first
in the fleet by challenging the U.S. Navy’s traditional leader-follower approach. Struggling against his own instincts to
take control, he instead achieved the vastly more powerful model of giving control to his subordinates, and creating
leaders. Before long, each member of Marquet’s crew became a leader and assumed responsibility for everything he
did, from clerical tasks to crucial combat decisions. The crew became completely engaged, contributing their full
intellectual capacity every day. The Santa Fe set records for performance, morale, and retention. And over the next
decade, a highly disproportionate number of the officers of the Santa Fe were selected to become submarine
commanders. Whether you need a major change of course or just a tweak of the rudder, you can apply Marquet’s
methods to turn your own ship around.
The must-read summary of James Murphy's book: "Flawless Execution: Use the Techniques and Systems of America's
Fighter Pilots to Perform at Your Peak and Win the Battles of the Business World" This complete summary of the ideas
from James Murphy's book "Flawless Execution" describes flawless execution as “a trainable, learnable repeatable
process – bred in military aviation – that improves execution.” This summary shows that there is one thing military
organisations do well which general business practice has not yet picked up on. Military organisations carry out extensive
briefings before attempting to act and then have systematic debriefs afterwards to figure out what went well and what did
not for next time. Briefing and debriefing are areas many businesses are weak at. Flawless execution is all about
generating predictable results time and again. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the key concepts
• Increase your business knowledge To learn more, read "Flawless Execution" and you will realise that your business
can take a lesson from the US military's fighter pilots.
Get The Straight Scoop On Project Management--IngeniousStrategies That Work! Have you studied the traditional
processes of projectmanagement, only to discover that in reality they fall short? Areyou done with the idealistic theories
of how things should functionand eager to apply some street-smart tactics that tackle the realproblems like egos, cliques,
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and squabbles? Welcome to the fine art of Herding Chickens--unconventional,innovative techniques for successful
project management. Inside,the authors divulge expert approaches to getting a disparateproject team moving in one
direction. In their engaging style,they'll show you novel ways to boost efficiency, eliminate chaos,and ultimately complete
your project on time, within budget. A fun and irreverent collection of the most useful tips, tricks,and concrete solutions,
Herding Chickens describes howto: Inspire, motivate, and herd your project team--no matter howdysfunctional it is Look
ahead to keep from falling behind Read, deal with, and charm all types of people Navigate the corporate jungle with
finesse Control all aspects of a meeting, from the time waster to theloudmouth Use technology to enhance organization
and communication
Your business can take a lesson from the American military's fighter pilots. At Mach 2, the instrument panel of an F-15 is
screaming out information, the horizon is a blur, the wingman is occupied, the jet is hanging on the edge -- and yet fighter
pilots routinely handle the stress. It's not much different in today's unforgiving business world. One slipup and your
company is bankrupt before your employees know what hit them. What works on the squadron level for F-15 pilots will
also work for your marketing team, sales force, or research and development group. By analyzing the work environment
and attacking its centers of gravity in parallel, you'll begin to utilize the Plan-Brief-Execute-Debrief-Win cycle that will
rapidly impact your business's future success. U.S. fighter squadrons have been using this program for nearly fifty years
to reduce their mistake rate, cut casualties and equipment losses, and rack up an envious victory record. Now, with
Flawless Execution, your business can too.
Profiles of 750 major U.S. companies.
Schulten examines four enduring institutions of learning that produced some of the most influential sources of geographic
knowledge in modern history: maps and atlases, the National Geographic Society, the American university, and public
schools."--BOOK JACKET.
Enterprise architecture defines a firm's needs for standardized tasks, job roles, systems, infrastructure, and data in core business
processes. This book explains enterprise architecture's vital role in enabling - or constraining - the execution of business strategy.
It provides frameworks, case examples, and more.
Visit the Book site for more information Many large organizations are having to cede their market dominance to new disruptive
players. Well-oiled organizations are hitting roadblocks due to unanticipated problems that are slowing down operations. VUCA is
affecting organizations like never before - impacting schedules, delaying deliverables, and causing cost overruns. Managing
projects has become a nightmare with the uncertainties and ambiguities of business, delaying integration of allied activities,
making the project a non-starter even before it gets off the ground. In this VUCA world, it is imperative to confront the volatile,
embrace the unknown, conquer the complex, and understand the ambiguous to be able to predict what lies ahead. This book
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helps managers master the art of dealing with VUCA by providing relatable experiences from the armed forces and advocating the
use of RACE methodology. The book suggests disruptive tools and methods, and advises managers on the leadership traits
needed for successfully completing projects by cutting losses and preventing chaos. It is a must-read for all managers involved in
operations, supply chain, logistics, and production and manufacturing portfolios. Ex-army personnel who are starting a second
career in the corporate/private sector will also greatly benefit from reading this book.
How does structural economic change look and feel? How are such changes normalized? Who represents hope? Who are the
cautionary tales? Unfinished Business argues that U.S. deindustrialization cannot be understood apart from issues of race, and
specifically apart from images of, and works by and about African Americans that represent or resist normative or aberrant
relationships to work and capital in transitional times. It insists that Michael Jackson's performances and coverage of his life, plays
featuring Detroit, plans for the city's postindustrial revitalization, and Detroit installations The Heidelberg Project and Mobile
Homestead have something valuable to teach us about three decades of structural economic transition in the U.S., particularly
about the changing nature of work and capitalism between the mid 1980s and 2016. Jackson and Detroit offer examples of the
racialization of deindustrialization, how it operates as a structure of feeling and as representations as well as a shift in the
dominant mode of production, and how industrialization's successor mode, financialization, uses imagery both very similar to and
very different from its predecessor.
Trial Advocacy Basics, Third Edition
Why is it that Casio can sell a calculator more cheaply than Kellogg's can sell a box of corn flakes? Why can FedEx “absolutely,
positively” deliver your package overnight but airlines have trouble keeping track of your bags? What does your company do
better than anyone else? What unique value do you provide to your customers? How will you increase that value next year? As
customers' demands for the highest quality products, best services, and lowest prices increase daily, the rules for market
leadership are changing. Once powerful companies that haven't gotten the message are faltering, while others, new and old, are
thriving. In disarmingly simple and provocative terms, Treacy and Wiersema show what it takes to become a leader in your market,
and stay there, in an ever more sophisticated and demanding world.
Military veterans prepare for the next mission in their careers Written by veterans who have successfully made the transition, Down Range
offers career planning guidance to U.S. military veterans coming off active duty. This is NOT simply a guide to transitioning from the military
to the civilian world. This is NOT a guide to getting a job. This book IS a guide to developing a post-military career, not just for the first few
days, weeks, or months after active duty, but for the rest of your employed life. This simple and effective planning process has been taught to
more than 1 million business executives in companies all over the world. Explains how to build an adaptable long-range career plan called a
Career High Definition Destination (HDD), across a spectrum of seven key areas Shows how business differs from military service, how to
identify the resources needed to achieve the Career HDD, and how to develop strategic and tactical courses of action that drive you to
executing towards your Career HDD on a consistent basis Author James Murphy is founder of Afterburner Inc. and is currently working with
the U.S. Army at the highest levels to develop a transition program for the estimated 1.5 million veterans who will transition from active duty
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service to civilian careers by the year 2020 This book challenges veterans to change their mind-set and understand just how different the
"wilderness" of civilian employment is from military experience. Down Range provides an appreciation for what's important to a business,
helping you to become a valuable asset throughout your career.
A Practical Guide in Five Steps Most executives will lead or be a part of a reorganization effort (a reorg) at some point in their careers. And
with good reason—reorgs are one of the best ways for companies to unlock latent value, especially in a changing business environment. But
everyone hates them. No other management practice creates more anxiety and fear among employees or does more to distract them from
their day-to-day jobs. As a result, reorgs can be incredibly expensive in terms of senior-management time and attention, and most of them fail
on multiple dimensions. It’s no wonder companies treat a reorg as a mysterious process and outsource it to people who don’t understand
the business. It doesn’t have to be this way. Stephen Heidari-Robinson and Suzanne Heywood, former leaders in McKinsey’s Organization
Practice, present a practical guide for successfully planning and implementing a reorg in five steps—demystifying and accelerating the process
at the same time. Based on their twenty-five years of combined experience managing reorgs and on McKinsey research with over 2,500
executives involved in them, the authors distill what they and their McKinsey colleagues have been practicing as an “art” into a “science”
that executives can replicate—in companies or business units large or small. It isn’t rocket science and it isn’t bogged down by a lot of
organizational theory: the five steps give people a simple, logical process to follow, making it easier for everyone—both the leaders and the
employees who ultimately determine a reorg’s success or failure—to commit themselves to and succeed in the new organization.
What if the way we're thinking about anxiety is off base? What if there's something about anxiety that can be used for you instead of against
you? In this revolutionary new book, Dr. Alicia H. Clark recognizes anxiety as an unsung hero in the path to success and well-being. Anxiety
is a powerful motivating force that can be harnessed to create a better you, if you've got the right tools. Hack Your Anxiety provides a road
map to approach anxiety in a new —and empowering — light. Weaving together modern neuroscience, case studies, interviews, and personal
anecdotes, Hack Your Anxiety demonstrates how anxiety can be reclaimed as a potent force for living our best lives.
How to build a culture of high performance within your organization The U.S. military in general, and its many elite organizations in particular,
possesses a culture of high performance. Courage to Execute outlines the six basic principles that operate at the foundation of high
performance, which include leadership, organization, communication, knowledge, experience, and discipline, known together as LOCKED.
When all are practiced effectively, teamwork emerges. But the most elusive quality that exists at the heart of all elite military teams, the
element that organizations and businesses deeply desire to perform more efficiently and effectively, is trust. Trust is easily spent, but hard
won. Author James Murphy, an employer of approximately fifty senior military officers that have served in elite units such as the U.S. Navy
Blue Angels, U.S. Navy SEALS, and U.S. Army Rangers, shares a multitude of personal leadership stories that illustrates the principles of
LOCKED. Shares compelling anecdotes from leaders in elite units of the U.S. Military Written by James D. Murphy, founder and CEO of
Afterburner, Inc., which has trained over 1.5 million executives, sales professionals, and business people from every industry in Afterburner’s
Flawless Execution Model, and its unique, high-energy programs Courage to Execute will help you develop effective leadership skills and
build high-performance teams that out-compete your rivals every time.
Chances are you've tried many of the latest management fads in the hope that they'll give you a quick fix for troubling performance issues in
your organization. But there's a problem: those quick fixes don't bring effective long-term change. As emotionally appealing as the latest
"magic bullet" theory may be, it's unlikely to address an important reality in most organizations: complexity. Change needs to be made in a
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logical, systemic way at different levels to be successful and sustainable. InNo Magic Bullet: Seven Steps to Better Performance, author Joe
Willmore delivers seven steps to help you create serious performance improvements in your organization. His approach includes techniques
and tips that help you · understand why quick fixes don't work · avoid "management fashion" fads · figure out if your organization thinks
systemically · identify outstanding performers and start learning from them · focus on what really matters.
Thriving Latina Entrepreneurs in America answers a question the author frequently encounters, How did you take the determination to leave
your family and your country to start a business in a foreign land and became successful? This book is an inspiration and guide for everyone,
especially for women of various ethnic backgrounds in different industry segments, who are entrepreneurs or plan to have a business one
day. The author shares her story of more than thirty years as a Latina entrepreneur. Sobrino interviews other successful Latinas who share
their experiences in finding a particular niche industry, establishing their businesses, and contributing to the economy and development of our
country. Thriving Latina Entrepreneurs in America is a book that encourages the reader to succeed and make a difference.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than two million copies in print! The premier resource for how to deliver results in an uncertain
world, whether you’re running an entire company or in your first management job. “A must-read for anyone who cares about business.”—The
New York Times When Execution was first published, it changed the way we did our jobs by focusing on the critical importance of “the
discipline of execution”: the ability to make the final leap to success by actually getting things done. Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan now
reframe their empowering message for a world in which the old rules have been shattered, radical change is becoming routine, and the ability
to execute is more important than ever. Now and for the foreseeable future: • Growth will be slower. But the company that executes well will
have the confidence, speed, and resources to move fast as new opportunities emerge. • Competition will be fiercer, with companies
searching for any possible advantage in every area from products and technologies to location and management. • Governments will take on
new roles in their national economies, some as partners to business, others imposing constraints. Companies that execute well will be more
attractive to government entities as partners and suppliers and better prepared to adapt to a new wave of regulation. • Risk management will
become a top priority for every leader. Execution gives you an edge in detecting new internal and external threats and in weathering crises
that can never be fully predicted. Execution shows how to link together people, strategy, and operations, the three core processes of every
business. Leading these processes is the real job of running a business, not formulating a “vision” and leaving the work of carrying it out to
others. Bossidy and Charan show the importance of being deeply and passionately engaged in an organization and why robust dialogues
about people, strategy, and operations result in a business based on intellectual honesty and realism. With paradigmatic case histories from
the real world—including examples like the diverging paths taken by Jamie Dimon at JPMorgan Chase and Charles Prince at
Citigroup—Execution provides the realistic and hard-nosed approach to business success that could come only from authors as accomplished
and insightful as Bossidy and Charan.

Controversial and iconoclastic, a veteran corporate manager and business school professor exposes the dangerous
myths, fantasies, and delusions that pervade much of the business world today.
The right story told at the right time has the power to persuade, promote empathy, and provoke action. Even more, a
story explains who you are, what you want, and why it matters--better than any other communication tool in your arsenal.
In Whoever Tells the Best Story Wins, author and vibrant keynote speaker Annette Simmons teaches you how to narrate
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personal experiences as well as borrowed stories in a way that demonstrates authenticity, builds emotional connections,
inspires perseverance, and stimulates the imagination. Whether you are leading a presentation, in a department meeting,
or having lunch with a potential customer, you will learn how to relate a compelling story to the topic at hand and make an
invaluable impact that could not be made otherwise.Fully updated and more practical than ever, the second edition
reveals how to use storytelling to: • Capture attention• Motivate listeners• Gain trust• Strengthen your argument• Sway
decisions• Demonstrate authenticity and encourage transparency • And more Complete with a proven storytelling
process and techniques, innovative applications, examples, and a new appendix on teaching storytelling, Whoever Tells
the Best Story Wins hands you the tools you need to form a well-founded and persuasive story for any situation that just
might be the difference maker you were looking for.
The executive producer of such hits as "Survivor" shares the story of his own rise from obscurity to the heights of the
entertainment world, imparting advice on how to achieve personal and professional success.
It is generally accepted in legal and bioethical discourse that the patient has a right to self-determination. In practice
though, this is often not the case. Paternalism is waning and it is increasingly recognised that there are values other than
medical factors which determine the choices that patients make. Unfortunately, these developments have not resulted in
huge advances for patient self-determination, which is largely because the consent model has fundamental flaws that
constrain its effectiveness. This book sets out to offer an alternative model to consent. In the property model proposed
here, the patient’s bodily integrity is protected from unauthorised invasion, and their legitimate expectation to be provided
with the relevant information to make an informed decision is taken to be a proprietary right. It is argued that the property
model potentially overcomes the limitations of the consent model, including the obstacle caused by the requirement to
prove causation in consent cases. The author proposes that this model could in the future provide an alternative or
complementary approach for the courts to consider when dealing with cases relating to self-determination in health care.
Strategy means nothing if it's not executed properly--Two respected business psychologists coach you through a winning
relay of strategy from boardroom to frontline--developing stronger management leaders with each handoff
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